
Our extensive thin products selection lets you incorporate stone on virtually any interior or exterior project. 
Lightweight and low maintenance, our thin stone options are efficient to install and, like all Arriscraft stone, 
deliver superior natural aesthetics and durability compared to other thin stone. We offer adhered or clip 
installation, plus diverse styles, finishes and colours!

Thin Stone

Thin Products

ARRIS-tile LImestone

Stack Cappuccino 

Stack Ice
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Stack Ice

Midtown 2-1/8” Blackcomb

 Stack Sunset

Coatal White Cliff

Thin Products
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Thin Products

Our extensive thin products selection lets 
you incorporate stone on virtually any 
interior or exterior project. Lightweight and 
low maintenance, our thin stone options 
are efficient to install and, like all Arriscraft 
stone, deliver superior natural aesthetics 
and durability compared to other thin 
stone. We offer adhered or clip installation, 
plus diverse styles, finishes and colors!

Stack delivers the aesthetic of full bed stone, yet 

offers the ease of thin stone installation. A ledge style 

stone, Stack features an authentic, split face finish 

or a contemporary sawn finish. Three face rises in 

random lengths are conveniently pre-blended to 

create the ashlar configuration.

ARRIS-clip and ARRIS-tile (Fort Valley)

Arriscraft Thin-Clad Units are versatile, surprisingly 

affordable and easy to install. ARRIS-tile is adhered, 

and ARRIS-clip units are simply ‘clipped’ to a 

substrate using a channel system. Available in three 

standard sizes and two finishes as well as return 

corner units.

Stack (Cambridge and Fort Valley)

Available in three sizes (2-1/8”, 3-5/8”, 5-7/8”) and 

random lengths. With its natural, split face finish, 

Midtown is reminiscent of rustic, linear brick. 

The sizes of Midtown can be used individually or 

combined to achieve unique configurations. Stack, 

Coastal and Midtown are all available in return corner 

units for a seamless, natural finish.

Midtown (Cambridge and Fort Valley) Adair® Limestone Products (Cambridge)

Adair® Limestone is a quarried stone of exceptional 

versatility, value and beauty. The inherent warmth 

and strength of Adair® Limestone provides elegance, 

strength and sophistication.

Coastal (Fort Valley)

The linear Coastal Series is an evolution of our 

popular Stack product, ideal for those that prefer a 

sleek look with a mortar joint. This versatility gives 

builders and designers a distinct option to the 

drystack look. 

Stack Matrix



Thin Building Stone

You know our Building Stone products - from classic Citadel® to contemporary Shadow Stone® - come in a broad array 

of natural colours, profiles and finishes. There’s truly a Building Stone for every aesthetic, and now we’ve made it even 

more versatile.

Our Building Stone is now available in a thin adhered format, so you can take that look everywhere. Fireplaces, interior 

feature walls, dormers – are now fair game…” for the look and feel of Arriscraft Building Stone.

We’re stocking four of your favourites: Fresco Silverado, Shadow Stone® Steel Grey, Citadel® Infinity, and Laurier Opal, 

and are able to provide the entire selection of products in the thin format on a special order basis.and are able to provide the entire selection of products in the thin fo

Arriscraft Building Stone

Now Available Thin
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Thin Building Stone


